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Executive Summary
This deliverable is the result of tasks 1.2, 1.4, and 1.5, which are about the implementation of
the PKM server and parsers (source code and models). This document, also publicly available
online, is the official software documentation. It describes how to build, install and configure
the PKM, so that partners can work on it and deploy their collections of documents containing
artifacts. This document also describes the implementation of the PKM server and the
integration of parsers. The document relies on the Mongodb V3.4 or later open-source product
for the implementation. It succeeds deliverable D1.3, which was a first version, of which it is
almost a total rewrite. Indeed, in D1.3, the PKM server was MongoDB server with no user
management and the available parsers and tools at that time (Frama-C and Doc to ASFM)
were run client-side. The numerous incremental updates since D1.3 to support the REST APIs,
users, and server deployment not only of the PKM but also of the parsers and tools, makes it
very different from D1.3.
Contributing tasks of this WP
Related deliverables of this WP
Input from other WP(s)
Output to other WP(s)

T1.2, T1.4, T1.5
D1.1, D1.3
WP2, WP3, WP4, WP5

Keywords
Software knowledge representation, metamodel, NoSQL databases, documents-oriented
databases.

Acronyms and Abbreviations
AGPL

GNU Affero General Public License

API

Application Programming Interface

ACSL

ANSI/ISO C Specification Langage

AST

Abstract Syntax Tree

CLI

Command Line Interface

CVE

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures

DWARF Debugging With Attributed Record Formats
ELF

Executable and Linkable Format

GUI

Graphical User Interface

GSL

Graphical Specification Language
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HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

HTTPS

Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure

JML

Java Modeling Language

JSON

Javascript Object Notation

OSI

Open Source Initiative

PKM

Persistent Knowledge Monitor

UML

Unified Modeling Language

SaaS

Software as a Service

MIME

Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions

POSIX

Portable Operating System Interface

REST

Representational state transfer

RFC

Request for Comments

SDK

Software Development Kit

SSH

Secure Shell

SSPL

Server Side Public License

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

XML

Extensible Markup Language

XMI

XML Metadata Interchange
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose
The PKM (Persistent Knowledge Monitor) is a living repository for every software project,
relying on a database management system (MongoDB), where different representations are
kept (including source code, design models, specifications, requirements, etc.), as well as their
links in a traceability matrix. The PKM uses the local storage of the server to synchronize with
external Git repositories. The PKM can be queried and enriched by the actors involved in the
project, in order to maintain consistency and keep the most updated and precise information
about the project.
This document, which presents the architecture of the PKM server (i.e. the backend) and the
format of the different sorts of knowledge that need to be maintained together with the code in
its different forms (source, binary, byte code), is intended for:
•
•

A user or a system administrator willing to install the PKM,
A developer willing to maintain and extend the PKM source code.

The purpose of this document is not about the interactions of clients with the PKM which is the
purpose of sibling document titled “Open source client-side software”.
The source code of the PKM is available at https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api.

1.2 Licensing
The PKM is an open source software subject to the licensing terms below:
Copyright © 2020-2021 Capgemini Group, Commissariat à l'énergie atomique et aux énergies
alternatives, OW2, Sysgo AG, Technikon, Tree Technology, Universitat Politècnica de
València.
The PKM server is licensed under GNU Affero General Public License version 3.
The SDKs for the clients of PKM and parsers are licensed under Apache License version 2.0.
The parsers and tools are licensed under their respective licenses.

1.3 Choosing a database
The DECODER project partners have sought for a valuable and adequate implementation of
the PKM by examining several open-source document-oriented DBs, OrientDB and CouchDB
and NoSQL, and the current preferred choice has led us to go for MongoDB V3.4. Indeed, the
data used in the project is structured into complex JSON documents, grouped into Collections.
Documents are linked together by means of internal fields such as file names, function names
or identifiers. The PKM has been tested with MongoDB 3.4 and later (up to version 4.4 at the
time of writing this document). Note that after MongoDB 3.4, MongoDB license changed from
AGPL (GNU Affero General Public License) open source license to SSPL (Server Side Public
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License). The purpose of the new license is to prohibit the sale of raw MongoDB storage.
Although OSI (Open Source Initiative) does not consider the new license open source, since
the PKM purpose is not selling raw MongoDB storage, this change should not affect business
and merchantability of the PKM.
However, the partners have had to deal with some technical limitations of MongoDB:
•

•

•

Database name: on Linux, database name must not contain '/' (slash), '\'
(backslash), '.' (dot), '"' (double quote), or '$' (dollar) characters. This has affected
the naming convention of PKM projects because a PKM project is a MongoDB
database.
MongoDB serializes JSON documents as BSON (binary representation of JSON)
documents. A BSON document is limited to 16 MiB in a MongoDB collection. Due to
that limitation, data schemas were adapted so that the PKM server can split incoming
data, at the PKM API boundary, into smaller data chunks convenient for the storage in
the database. Splitting data has also, as a side effect, improved performance of
searching document elements when servicing the artefacts queries.
Memory usage when sorting documents in memory is limited to 100 MiB, so the PKM
server cannot rely on MongoDB for sorting huge documents in memory. Despite
MongoDB can use disk for such expensive operations starting version 4.4, for
backward compatibility with previous versions of MongoDB, the PKM do not rely on this
feature for sorting huge documents.

1.4 Overall organization of the document
Chapter 2, which is intended for users and system administrators, presents the building,
configuration, and installation process of the PKM and parsers. Chapters 3, 4, and 5, which
are intended for developers, present the PKM implementation. Chapter 6 concludes this
document. The Appendix talks about the Javascript SDK of the PKM server, the generation
flow of the REST servers and SDKs for the clients, and the test procedure that was
implemented to automate the test of the PKM server and more generally the DECODER
Project tool-chain.
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2 Configuration & Installation
2.1 Configuration (optional)
The PKM server has a configuration file, named pkm_config.json.
The PKM server comes with a default configuration file available on the pkm-api gitlab
repository.
The default configuration file, whose content is outlined below, is good for most people:
{
"debug": true,
"db_host": "pkm-api_mongodb_1:27017",
"pkm_db": "pkm",
"session_timeout": "1 d",
"secret_file": "secret",
"git_root_directory": "git-root",
"git_max_parallel_read_files": 1,
"git_max_parallel_write_files": 1,
"git_remote_timeout": "10 m",
"server_request_body_limit": "256MB",
"project": {…},
"schemas": {…},
"file_types": […]
}

The JSON schema of the configuration file is available on the pkm-api gitlab repository.

2.2 Easy installation (no build required)
A program that provides a command line interface and a control center for managing the
services (download, install, update, start …) of DECODER EU Project Tool-chain, as a local
instance without remote access, is available at https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/dockerdeployment. This program is based on docker and docker-compose.
To run the program, do the following at the command prompt:
$ ./app/bin/decoder-eu
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On the first use, you should install then start the toolchain, see Figure 1 below, which shows
the control center user’s interface:

Figure 1: DECODER EU Project Tool-chain control center

As soon as the graphical user interface has started in your default web browser, you can log
in using the preconfigured administrator account whose login is "admin" and the password is
"admin", see Figure 2 below:

Figure 2: Login screen
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Minimum Hardware Requirements
•
16 GiB RAM
•
~100 GB disk free space
•
Internet connection
Dependencies
•
•
•
•
•
•

bash >= 4.3
docker and docker-compose (for Mac, see Install Docker Desktop on Mac)
sed
cURL
xdg-open (optional)
zenity (optional)

Command line interface
Usage: decoder-eu [<options>] [<commands>]
Options:
--version
Outputs version information and exit
--help
Display this help and exit
--user-pref-dir <directory>
Set the directory where the user's preferences are located
(default: ~/.config/decoder-eu)
--user-data-dir <directory>
Set the directory where the user's data are located
(default: ~/.local/share/decoder-eu)
Commands:
start
Starts the DECODER EU Project Tool-chain services then opens the GUI
in your default browser
gui
Opens the GUI in your default browser
stop
Stops the DECODER EU Project Tool-chain services'
status
Shows the status of the DECODER EU Project Tool-chain services
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shell
Starts a shell with a preset environment
reset
Resets all data (but preserve your saved preferences)
(default: in ~/.local/share/decoder-eu)
select-tools
Select the tools considered for start, install and update commands
configure
Edit configuration file (default: in ~/.config/decoder-eu/config)
delete-prefs
Delete your saved preferences (default: in ~/.config/decoder-eu)
install
Downloads, install, and preconfigure DECODER EU Project Tool-chain
ready to use
update
Update DECODER EU Project Tool-chain
(without altering your saved preferences)
uninstall
Uninstall DECODER EU Project Tool-chain
(but preserve your saved preferences)

2.3 Minimal Docker installation
The installation procedure in this section applies only to PKM and some parsers for which pkmapi gitlab repository hosts the source code. This installation procedure is not for all the docker
images of the DECODER EU Project Tool-chain. For a complete installation, refer to Section
2.2.
The built and installed services are the following:
•
•
•
•
•

PKM
Frama-C for PKM
Frama-Clang for PKM
ASFM for PKM
UNISIM Excavator for PKM

This minimal set of services handles the PKM (document management and querying) and
parsing C, C++, .docx, and executable binary files.
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2.3.1

Setting up administrators’ credentials (optional)

MongoDB and PKM require an initialization. When PKM and MongoDB services start for the
first time, the initialization starts automatically. Once initialized, the MongoDB and PKM
services gracefully ignore later attempts to initialize. The stock MongoDB database is virgin
with security disabled, so the initialization of the MongoDB service consists in creating an
administrator (a “superuser”) in database admin (admin@admin), who can create users and
roles in any MongoDB database, then enabling MongoDB security. The initialization of the
PKM service consists in creating the PKM management database (where all the PKM users
live and where the list of PKM projects is) and then an initial PKM administrator. That PKM
administrator can later create other users and even other PKM administrators in the PKM
management database. The PKM initialization runs on behalf of the MongoDB “superuser”.
The credentials used during initialization are in mongodb/credentials.json:
{
"superuser": "admin",
"superuser_auth_db": "admin",
"superuser_password": "admin",
"pkm_admin": "admin",
"pkm_admin_password": "admin"
}

The default credentials are:
•

•

MongoDB superuser:
–
user: admin
–
authentication database: admin
–
password: admin
PKM administrator:
–
user: admin
–
password: admin

File pkm_config.json defines the authentication database for the PKM administrator, i.e. the
PKM management database, see property pkm_db (default: pkm).
Later after the initialization, MongoDB shell allows changing the MongoDB superuser
credentials while the PKM application programming interfaces (or MongoDB shell) allows
changing the PKM administrator credentials.
2.3.2

Building the docker images

Do the following to build the PKM and some of the parsers docker images:
$ docker-compose build

2.3.3

Starting the docker services

Do the following to start the PKM some of the parsers docker services:
$ docker-compose up
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3 PKM server architecture
3.1 Software layers
The PKM server is the backend of the PKM. It is written in Javascript language. It manages
the data in two persistent storages:
•
•

the MongoDB database server,
and the server local file system (for storing the Git working trees).

Figure 3 below shows the layered software architecture of the PKM server and its relationship
to these two persistent storages:
PKM server software architecture
User’s interface
& Tools

Purposes:

connecting
over HTTP(S)

Javascript
SDK

REST API

User’s console

extending
debugging

Bash shell scripts
PKM RESTful HTTP
server

PKM cli

PKM core
pipe

I/O

PKM util

Local
File System

• Class File
• Class FileSystem
• Functions frama_c, frama_clang,
doc_to_asfm, asfm_to_doc, git,
excavator

Node.js

I/O

•
•
•
•
•

Class
Class
Class
Class
Class

PKM
User
UserRole
GitWorkingTree
GitUserCredential

MongoDB driver

secured
over TCP

MongoDB
server

Figure 3: PKM server software architecture

The bottom layer encompasses the underlying Node.js Javascript run-time, the MongoDB
Node.js driver, the MongoDB database server, the local file system, and Git. On top of this, the
PKM util layer is a kind of hardware abstraction layer that abstracts file system I/O and
simplifies the process of tools execution. The PKM core provides Class PKM, which implements
the PKM and is responsible for database accesses using the MongoDB Node.js driver. PKM util
and PKM core constitute a Javascript SDK for the PKM whose purpose is mostly to allow third
party contributors to extend the PKM.
On the highest level, there are two kinds of front-ends:
•
•

the user’s console where the user (or scripts) can interact with the PKM,
and the user’s interface & tools, which can communicate with the PKM.
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These front-ends use two different Application Programming Interfaces:
•
•

The PKM cli provides a command line interface for the PKM whose purposes are
essentially doing administrative tasks and debugging the PKM,
The PKM RESTful HTTP server provides a remote interface over HTTP following the
OpenAPI 3 standard whose purpose is fundamentally allowing connecting front-ends,
e.g. running within a web browser, or third party tools running on remote servers.

The PKM and parsers source code is available at https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api//blob/master. Because the choosen language for developing the PKM server is Javascript,
which is a dynamically typed language, most of the source code has been annotated using the
jsdoc markup language (see Appendix A.1) to document the parameters and the return value
of each function.
The following subsections presents the MongoDB database and the PKM Application
Programming Interfaces. The Git subsystem, which has received a lot of attention, as it is
essential software for developers, has Chapter 4 dedicated to it.

3.2 MongoDB database
The MongoDB server can host several databases at a time, and each database can have
several users and roles. One special database, named 'admin', defines the MongoDB built-in
roles, such as 'root'. A PKM administrator has role 'root' in database 'admin'.
The PKM server maps one PKM project to exactly one MongoDB database. The PKM users,
roles, and the list of project names live within a special database called the MongoDB PKM
management database (see 'pkm_db' property in File pkm_config.json). The collection in that
database for the list of project names is 'Projects'.
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Figure 4 below outlines the MongoDB collections in each PKM project:
Project

Programming
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Executable
binary files

Project

Models

Compile
commands

UML files

Source
code files

C
comments
C++
comments

Tool specs
Methodology
status

Doc. files

C
annotations
Source code parsers

Java
comments

C++
annotations
Java
annotations

C Source
code ASTs

Doc to ASFM
UML class
diagrams

UML
parsers

UML state
machines

ASFMs
Graphical
Docs

C++ Source
code ASTs

TESTAR
settings

Java Source
code ASTs

Reviews
Tool
invocations

Git working
trees

GIT

Documentation

Logs

Tool
Executions

CVEList

Reviews

Links Discovering
& Information
Extraction
Traceability
Matrix SRL & NER
annotations

TESTAR
TESTAR
state models
TESTAR
test results

CVE

Figure 4: MongoDB collections of a PKM Project

The Project collection hosts the project metadata (name, members). Each project has a
collection for Git working trees metadata, which the PKM server updates after running Git
commands. Some collections track the tool executions (invocations and logs). The tool
specifications enable GUI front-ends to create well-formed tool invocations (for the Process
Engine [1]). The methodology has a collection for the status of each phase of the methodology
[2]. The programming artefacts have both collections for files (both executable binaries and
source codes), for compile commands (with compilation flags and options), and (after parsing)
for source code Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs), comments, and annotations. The models have
also both collections for the UML files, and (after parsing) for UML class diagrams and state
machines. The documentation has a collection for the documentation files (e.g. .docx files), for
the Abstract Semi-Formal Models (ASFMs) [3], which Doc to ASFM can generate from .docx
files, and for the Graphical documentation written in the Graphical Specification Language
(GSL). Links discovery tool (Semantic parsing) [4] populates the 2D traceability matrix, while
Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) and Named Entity Recognition (NER) tools extract information
and synthesize Annotations in a dedicated collection. The TESTAR tool (automated GUI
testing) has specialized collections for settings, models, and results. Finally, there are
collections for Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures, and the reviews. Note that from the
PKM REST API point of view the tool specifications, the TESTAR settings, and the
methodology status are also properties of the project, even if in reality they are stored in
separate collections. The PKM populates, at project creation, the initial methodology status
and a predefined set of tool specifications.
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The following subsections detail the collections in a PKM project, which Table 1 below
summarizes:
Table 1: MongoDB collections of a PKM Project

Collection

Description

Annotations

Annotations from SRL and NER tools

RawSourcecode

Source code files

sourcecodeC

Source code ASTs for the C language

sourcecodeCPP

Source code ASTs for the C++ language

sourcecodeJava

Source code ASTs for the Java language

annotationsACSL

Source code annotations for the C language

annotationsACSLPP

Source code annotations for the C++ language

annotationsJML

Source code annotations for the Java language

commentsC

Source code comments for the C language

commentsCPP

Source code comments for the C++ language

commentsjava

Source code comments for the Java language

RawDocumentation

Documentation files (e.g. .docx files)

Documentation

Abstract Semi-Formal Models

GraphicalDocumentation

Graphical documentation written in GSL

RawUML

UML files

UMLClasses

UML classes

UMLStateMachines

UML state machines

TESTARSettings

TESTAR settings

TESTARStateModels

TESTAR state models

TESTARTestResults

TESTAR test results

Logs

Execution logs of tools

TraceabilityMatrix

Traceability Matrix

Project

Project metadata

CompileCommands

Compile commands

CVEList

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures

RawBinaries

Executable binary files

GitWorkingTrees

Git working trees metadata

Tools

Tools specifications

Invocations

Tools invocations

MethodologyStatus

Methodology status

Reviews

Reviews
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The JSON schemas for all these collections can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab
repository.
3.2.1

Project management

In the PKM, a project has a name and members. Each project member has a name and a role
in the project. The collection for the Project meta-data is 'Project'. The schema for a project
is the following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-project-schema.json",
"title": "PKM Project JSON schema",
"description": "Data model for Project in PKM",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"name": {
"type": "string",
"description": "project name"
},
"members": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"name": {
"type": "string",
"description": "member name"
},
"roles": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "string",
"description": "role name"
}
}
},
"required": [
"name"
]
}
},
"tools": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$ref": "tools.json"
}
},
"methodologyStatus": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$ref": "pkm-methodology-status-schema.json"
}
},
"testarSettings": {
"$ref": "TESTAR_Settings_Schema.json"
}
},
"required": [
"name"
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]
}

The PKM users are MongoDB users in the PKM management database. MongoDB natively
handles the user name, the password, and the roles.
The PKM defines the following roles:
•
•
•
•

Owner
Developer
Reviewer
Maintainer

The PKM uses the ‘customData’ property of MongoDB users for storing some additional
information about the user. The schema of a PKM user from the PKM REST API point of view
is the following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-user-schema.json",
"title": "PKM User JSON schema",
"description": "Data model for a user in PKM",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"name": {
"type": "string",
"description": "user's name"
},
"password": {
"type": "string",
"description": "user's password"
},
"first_name": {
"type": "string",
"description": "first name"
},
"last_name": {
"type": "string",
"description": "last name"
},
"email": {
"type": "string",
"description": "email address"
},
"phone": {
"type": "string",
"description": "phone number"
},
"roles": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"db": {
"type": "string",
"description": "database name"
},
"role": {
"type": "string",
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"description": "role name"
}
},
"required": [
"db",
"role"
]
}
},
"git_user_credentials": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$ref": "pkm-git-user-credential-schema.json"
}
}
},
"required": [
"name"
]
}

3.2.2

Files

The PKM organizes files per collection depending on the file type. The collections for the PKM
files in MongoDB are:
•
•
•
•

'RawSourcecode' for the source code
'RawUML' for the UML models
'RawDocumentation' for the documentation (e.g. Microsoft Office .docx files)
'RawBinaries' for the executable binaries (e.g. Linux ELF files)

From the PKM REST API point of view, these file collections are shown either as four
independent endpoints, or as a one unified endpoint for any file. For the later endpoint, the
PKM guesses the actual underlying collection by applying some rules about the filename
extension and the MIME type. The PKM configuration file pkm_config.json allows extending
these rules through the file_types property, see Section 2.1.
The schema below for the PKM files in MongoDB can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab
repository:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-db-file-schema.json",
"title": "PKM File JSON schema",
"description": "Data model for a File in PKM",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"filename": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The relative path (relative to a virtual root directory for the project) of th
e file (POSIX naming scheme)"
},
"filecontent": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The content of the file. The original file content shall be encoded as 'base64
' (server accepts RFC 4648 §4/§5, and exports RFC 4648 §4) when 'format' field value is 'binary'"
},
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"fileType": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The type of the original file (e.g. Code, Annotation, Comment, or Diagram). Wh
en no type is specified, a type may be assigned based on MIME type or filename extension"
},
"fileMimeType": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The MIME type of the original file (e.g. 'plain/text', 'text/markdown' or 'app
lication/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document')"
},
"fileFormat": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The format of content, either 'text' or 'binary'"
},
"fileEncoding": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The text encoding of the original file if the original file is a text accordin
g to 'fileFormat' field value"
},
"gitWorkingTree": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The Git working tree path from which the file originates"
},
"gitDirty": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "A dirty flag intended for the PKM Git service to indicate that a PKM File has
been modified since the last synchronization with the Git working tree regardeless the file is versi
oned or not"
},
"gitUnmerged": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "A flag intended for the user provided by the PKM Git service to indicate that
a PKM File is unmerged (merge conflict ?) since the last synchronization with the Git working tree"
}
},
"required": [
"filename"
]
}

It is important to note that a PKM file path is always relative to the virtual root directory of the
PKM project.
3.2.3

Source Code

3.2.3.1 Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs)
The collections for the Abstract Syntax Trees are:
•
•
•

'sourcecodeC' for C
'sourcecodeJava' for Java
'sourcecodeCPP' for C++

The sourcecodeC collection schema is derived from the Frama-C CIL AST. Due to its size, here
we only show the main structure. The complete schema can be downloaded from the pkm-api
gitlab repository. The main structure is the following:
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{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-c-source-code-schema.json",
"title": "Source code C Schema Version 2.1.0 JSON Schema.",
"description": "Source code C Schema Version 2.1.0 JSON Schema.",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"sourceFile": {
"type": "string"
},
"globals": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": true,
"properties": {
"GType": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GType"
},
"GCompTag": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GCompTag"
},
"GGAnnotCompTag": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GGAnnotCompTag"
},
"GCompTagDecl": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GCompTagDecl"
},
"GVar": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GVar"
},
"GVarDecl": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GVarDecl"
},
"GEnumTag": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GEnumTag"
},
"GEnumTagDecl": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GEnumTagDecl"
},
"GFun": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GFun"
},
"GFunDecl": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GFunDecl"
},
"GAnnot": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GAnnot"
},
"GAsm": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GAsm"
},
"GPragma": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GPragma"
},
"GText": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GText"
}
}
}
},
"globinit": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
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"option": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/option"
}
}
},
"globinitcalled": {
"type": "boolean"
}
},
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
}

The sourcecodeCPP collection schema is derived from the Clang AST. Again, due to its size,
here we only show the main structure. The complete schema can be downloaded from the
pkm-api gitlab repository. The main structure is the following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-cpp-source-code-schema.json",
"title": "Source Code C++ Schema Version 1.0.0 JSON Schema.",
"description": "Source Code C++ Schema Version 1.0.0 JSON Schema.",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"type": {
"type": "string",
"description": "type of document for the GUI, typically 'Code'"
},
"sourceFile": {
"type": "string",
"description": "related source code file"
},
"manifest": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/Manifest"
},
"inner": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/Inner"
}
},
"required": [
"sourceFile",
"manifest"
],
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
}

The sourcecodeJava collection schema is derived from the AST of the Eclipse compiler. Again,
due to its size, here we only show the main structure. The complete schema can be
downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab repository. The main structure is the following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-java-source-code-schema.json"
,
"title": "Java source code metamodel as JSON schema",
"type": "object",
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"properties": {
"CompilationUnit": {
"type": "object",
"title": "Compilation unit created from a source document",
"description": "Java compilation unit AST node type. This is the type of the root of an AST. "
,
"properties": {
"ImportDeclaration": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/JavaImportDeclaration"
},
"TypeDeclaration": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/JavaTypeDeclaration"
},
"PackageDeclaration": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/JavaPackageDeclaration"
},
"EnumDeclaration": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/JavaEnumDeclaration"
},
"AnnotationTypeDeclaration": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/JavaAnnotationTypeDeclaration"
},
"ModuleDeclaration": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/JavaModuleDeclaration"
}
}
}
},
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
"required": [
"CompilationUnit"
]
}

3.2.3.2 Comments
The collections for the comments are:
•
•
•

'commentsC' for C
'commentsCPP' for C++
'commentsjava' for Java

The comments contain informal text that is associated to some Sourcecode global object or
statement.
The comments have the following schema for the C language:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-c-comments-schema.json",
"title": "C Comments Schema Version 2.0.0 JSON Schema.",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"sourceFile": {
"type": "string"
},
"comments": {
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"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"global_kind": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/global_kind"
},
"loc": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/loc"
},
"comments": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "string"
}
}
}
}
}
},
"definitions": {
"pos": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"pos_path": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Path where the file is located"
},
"pos_lnum": {
"type": "number"
},
"pos_bol": {
"type": "number"
},
"pos_cnum": {
"type": "number"
}
}
},
"loc": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"pos_start": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/pos"
},
"pos_end": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/pos"
}
}
},
"global_kind": {
"type": "string",
"enum": [
"GType",
"GCompTag",
"GCompTagDecl",
"GEnumTag",
"GEnumTagDecl",
"GVarDecl",
"GFunDecl",
"GVar",
"GFun",
"GAsm",
"GPragma",
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"GText",
"GAnnot"
]
}
}
}

The comments have the following schema for the C++ language:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-cpp-comments-schema.json",
"title": "C++ Comments Schema Version 2.0.2 JSON Schema.",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"sourceFile": {
"type": "string"
},
"comments": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"loc": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/CppLoc"
},
"comments": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/CppComment"
}
},
"id": {
"description": "id of the commented entity",
"type": "number"
}
}
}
}
},
"definitions": {
"CppComment": {
"anyOf": [
{
"type": "string"
},
{
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "string"
}
}
]
},
"CppPos": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"pos_path": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Path where the file is located"
},
"pos_lnum": {
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"type": "number"
},
"pos_bol": {
"type": "number"
},
"pos_cnum": {
"type": "number"
}
}
},
"CppLoc": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"pos_start": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/CppPos"
},
"pos_end": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/CppPos"
}
}
}
}
}

The comments have the following schema for the Java language:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-java-comments-schema.json",
"title": "Java comment JSON Schema.",
"description": "Java comment JSON Schema.",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"fileEncoding": {
"type": "string"
},
"comments": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/JavaComment"
}
},
"fileMimeType": {
"type": "string"
},
"sourceFile": {
"type": "string"
},
"fileFormat": {
"type": "string"
},
"type": {
"type": "string",
"description": "type of document for the GUI, typically 'Comment'"
}
},
"required": [
"comments",
"fileEncoding",
"fileFormat",
"fileMimeType",
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"sourceFile"
],
"definitions": {
"JavaLoc": {
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"pos_start": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/JavaPos"
},
"pos_end": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/JavaPos"
}
},
"required": [
"pos_end",
"pos_start"
],
"title": "LOC"
},
"JavaPos": {
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"pos_cnum": {
"type": "integer"
},
"pos_lnum": {
"type": "integer"
}
},
"required": [
"pos_cnum",
"pos_lnum"
],
"title": "Pos"
},
"JavaComment": {
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"loc": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/JavaLoc"
},
"commentInEnvironment": {
"type": "string"
},
"comments": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "string"
}
}
},
"required": [
"comments",
"commentInEnvironment",
"loc"
],
"title": "Comment"
}
}
}
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3.2.3.3 Annotations
Annotations, which consist of functions behaviors, are not part of the source code AST but are
extracted during source code analysis.
They are stored in the following collections:
•
•
•

'annotationsACSL' for C
'annotationsACSLPP' for C++
'annotationsJML' for Java

The complete schema for C can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab repository. The main
structure of the schema is the following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-acsl-schema.json",
"title": "ACSL Schema Version 2.0.0 JSON Schema.",
"description": "ACSL Schema Version 2.0.0 JSON Schema.",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"sourceFile": {
"type": "string"
},
"annotations": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"function_name": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Name of the function being analyzed"
},
"loc": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/loc"
},
"behaviours": {
"type": "array",
"items": {…}
}
}
}
}
},
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
}

The complete schema for Java can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab repository. The
main structure of the schema is the following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/jml-schema.json",
"description": "Metamodel definition of the JML language Version 2.1.2 Beta JSON Schema",
"type": "object",
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"additionalProperties": true,
"properties": {
"fileEncoding": {
"type": "string"
},
"annotations": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/JmlAnnotation"
}
},
"fileMimeType": {
"type": "string"
},
"sourceFile": {
"type": "string"
},
"fileFormat": {
"type": "string"
},
"type": {
"type": "string",
"description": "type of document for the GUI, typically 'Comment'"
}
},
"required": [
"annotations",
"fileEncoding",
"fileFormat",
"fileMimeType",
"sourceFile"
],
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
}

The schema below for C++ can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab repository:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-acslpp-schema.json",
"title": "ACSL++ Comments Schema Version 1.0.1 JSON Schema.",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"sourceFile": {
"type": "string"
},
"annotations": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"loc": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/AcslppLoc"
},
"annotations": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "string"
}
},
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"id": {
"description": "id of the annotated entity",
"type": "number"
}
}
}
}
},
"definitions": {
"AcslppPos": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"pos_path": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Path where the file is located"
},
"pos_lnum": {
"type": "number"
},
"pos_bol": {
"type": "number"
},
"pos_cnum": {
"type": "number"
}
}
},
"AcslppLoc": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"pos_start": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/AcslppPos"
},
"pos_end": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/AcslppPos"
}
}
}
}
}

3.2.4

UML classes & state machines

The collections for UML are:
•
•

'UMLClasses' for UML classes
'UMLStateMachines' for UML state machines

The complete schema for UML classes can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab repository.
The main structure of the schema is the following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-uml-class-diagram-schema.json
",
"title": "UML Class Diagram Schema - Version 1.0.0 JSON Schema.",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"type": {
"type": "string"
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},
"name": {
"type": "string"
},
"diagram": {
"type": "string"
},
"modules": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/UmlModules"
}
},
"required": [
"type",
"name",
"modules"
],
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
}

The complete schema for UML state machines can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab
repository. The main structure of the schema is the following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-uml-state-model-schema.json",
"title": "UML State Model Schema - Version 1.0.0 JSON Schema.",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"name": {
"type": "string"
},
"id": {
"type": "string"
},
"diagram": {
"type": "string"
},
"regions": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"subvertexes": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {…},
"required": […]
}
},
"name": {
"type": "string"
},
"id": {
"type": "string"
},
"transitions": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
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"properties": {…},
"required": […]
}
}
},
"required": [
"subvertexes",
"name",
"id",
"transitions"
]
}
}
},
"required": [
"regions",
"name",
"id"
]
}

3.2.5

Abstract Semi-Formal Model (ASFM) and Graphical documentation (in GSL)

The collection for Abstract Semi-Formal Models is 'Documentation', while the collection for
the graphical documentation is 'GraphicalDocumentation'.
The complete schema for ASFM can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab repository. The
main structure of the schema is the following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-asfm-schema.json",
"title": "ASFM (Abstract Semi-Formal Model)",
"description": "ASFM JSON schema",
"type": "object",
"required": [
"name"
],
"properties": {
"type": {
"type": "string"
},
"sourceFile": {
"type": "string"
},
"name": {
"type": "string"
},
"units": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"required": [
"name"
],
"properties": {
"name": {
"type": "string"
},
"id": {
"type": "integer"
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},
"classes": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"required": [
"name"
],
"properties": {
"name": {…},
"id": {…},
"parent": {…},
"doc": {…},
"invariants": {…},
"fields": {…},
"methods": {…},
"types": {…},
"macros": {…},
"constants": {…}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

The complete schema for the graphical documentation of a class written in GSL can be
downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab repository. The main structure of the schema is the
following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-gsl-schema.json",
"title": "Graphical Specification Language",
"description": "Graphical Specification Language",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"class": {
"type": "string",
"description": "name of the class to draw"
},
"object": {
"type": "string",
"description": "object = instance of the class"
},
"content": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/GSLContent"
}
},
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
}
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3.2.6

Compile commands

The collection for compile commands, which contain the compiler command options and flags
for each compilation units, is 'CompileCommands'. The PKM compile commands derives from
LLVM compile commands with one exception: the directory and file properties are paths
relative to the virtual root directory of the PKM project.
The complete schema for compile commands can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab
repository. The schema is the following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-compile-command-schema.json",
"title": "PKM Compile command",
"description": "Derived from Compilation Database Format JSON specification but with different mea
ning for directory and file properties",
"oneOf": [
{
"$ref": "#/definitions/CompileCommand"
},
{
"$ref": "#/definitions/CompileCommandWithArguments"
}
],
"definitions": {
"CompileCommand": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"directory": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/Directory"
},
"file": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/File"
},
"command": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/Command"
},
"output": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/Output"
}
},
"required": [
"directory",
"file",
"command"
]
},
"CompileCommandWithArguments": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"directory": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/Directory"
},
"file": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/File"
},
"arguments": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/Arguments"
},
"output": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/Output"
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}
},
"required": [
"directory",
"file",
"arguments"
]
},
"Directory": {
"type": "string",
"description": "working directory of the compilation relative to the virtual root directory of
a project"
},
"File": {
"type": "string",
"description": "path of main translation unit source processed by this compilation step relati
ve to the virtual root directory of a project"
},
"Command": {
"type": "string",
"description": "compile command executed; preprocessor include directives are relative to \"di
rectory\" property (mutually exclusive with \"arguments\")"
},
"Arguments": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "string",
"description": "command line argument; preprocessor include directives are relative to \"dir
ectory\" property (mutually exclusive with \"command\")"
}
},
"Output": {
"type": "string",
"description": "name of the output created by this compilation step"
}
}
}

3.2.7

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)

The collection for CVE list is 'CVEList'.
The complete schema for CVE list entries can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab
repository. The main structure of the schema is the following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-cve-schema.json",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"CVE_data_meta": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"ASSIGNER": {
"type": "string"
},
"ID": {
"type": "string"
},
"STATE": {
"type": "string"
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},
"UPDATED": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"required": [
"ASSIGNER",
"ID",
"STATE",
"UPDATED"
]
},
"cna-container": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"affected": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {…},
"required": […]
},
"descriptions": {
"type": "array",
"items": {…}
},
"problemtypes": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {…},
"required": […]
},
"references": {
"type": "array",
"items": {…}
}
},
"required": [
"affected",
"descriptions",
"problemtypes",
"references"
]
},
"data_format": {
"type": "string"
},
"data_type": {
"type": "string"
},
"data_version": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"required": [
"CVE_data_meta",
"data_format",
"data_type",
"data_version"
]
}

3.2.8

Annotations

The collection for SRL and NER annotations is 'Annotations'.
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The complete schema for Annotations can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab repository.
The main structure of the schema is the following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-annotations-schema.json",
"title": "PKM Annotations",
"description": "JSON Schema for PKM Annotations",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"path": {
"type": "string",
"description": "pkm path to query to retrieve json data containing the text"
},
"access": {
"type": "string",
"description": "json path allowing to retrieve the text to analyze in the retrieved data"
},
"srl": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/SRLResults"
},
"ner": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/NERResults"
}
},
"required": [
"path",
"access"
],
"anyOf": [
{
"required": [
"srl"
]
},
{
"required": [
"ner"
]
}
],
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
}

3.2.9

Traceability Matrix

The collection for the 2D traceability matrix, which contains discovered links between artefacts,
is 'TraceabilityMatrix'.
The schema below for the traceability matrix can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab
repository:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-traceability-matrix-schema.js
on",
"title": "Traceability Matrix Cell",
"description": "Traceability matrix cell JSON schema",
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"type": "object",
"properties": {
"src_path": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Url-encoded path in the pkm e.g. (not encoded for readability) code/c/comment
s/mydb"
},
"src_access": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Url-encoded json path (in JMESPath query language) to access the text in json
pointed to by the src_path. E.g. (not encoded for readability): '[?global_kind == 'GFun'] | [?loc.po
s_start.pos_path == 'examples/vector2.c'].comments | [0]'"
},
"tgt_path": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Url-encoded path in the pkm e.g. (not encoded for readability) code/c/comment
s/mydb"
},
"tgt_access": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Url-encoded json path (in JMESPath query language) to access the text in json
pointed to by the src_path. E.g. (not encoded for readability): '[?global_kind == 'GFun'] | [?loc.po
s_start.pos_path == 'examples/vector2.c'].comments | [1]'"
},
"trace": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"similarity": {
"type": "number",
"description": "The similarity between source and target texts"
},
"role": {
"type": "string",
"description": "The kind of trace link between the source and the target. Can be empty."
}
}
}
}
}

3.2.10 Logs and reports
The collection for the logs & reports, which contains both the messages that the tools emit and
the analysis results of the tools, is 'Logs'.
The complete schema for the logs & reports can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab
repository. The main structure of the schema is the following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-log-schema.json",
"title": "Log",
"description": "Log JSON schema",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"id": {
"type": "string",
"description": "ID of Log (automatically generated when missing)"
},
"tool": {
"type": "string",
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"description": "tool name/tag"
},
"nature of report": {
"type": "string",
"description": "e.g \"Proof report\", \"Modeling report\", \"Testing report\", \"GUI report\",
\"NER report\", \"Summarization report\", etc."
},
"start running time": {
"type": "string",
"description": "start running time"
},
"end running time": {
"type": "string",
"description": "end running time"
},
"messages": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/Messages"
},
"warnings": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/Warnings"
},
"errors": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/Errors"
},
"status": {
"type": "boolean",
"description": "flag of failure of the process: true=not failed"
},
"details": {
"type": "object",
"description": "e.g. parameters of the tool, analysis reports, etc."
}
},
"required": [
"tool",
"nature of report",
"start running time",
"end running time",
"status"
],
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
}

Because the logs can be huge (several hundred of megabytes), the logs in the database may
have 'messages', 'warnings', 'errors', and 'details' properties serialized as JSON in a
'content' property.
3.2.11 TESTAR
The collections for TESTAR are:
•
•
•

'TESTARSettings'
'TESTARStateModels'
'TESTARTestResults'

The complete schema for TESTAR settings can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab
repository. The main structure of the schema is the following:
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{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/TESTAR_Settings_Schema.json",
"title": "TESTAR settings",
"description": "TESTAR settings",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
},
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
}

Note that TESTAR settings are currently a free-form object, which can be extended later as
needed.
The complete schema for TESTAR state models can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab
repository. The main structure of the schema is the following:
{
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/TESTAR_StateModel_Schema.json",
"type": "object",
"title": "The Root Schema",
"required": [
"timestamp",
"url",
"sut",
"tool",
"stateModelDataStore",
"stateModelDataStoreType",
"stateModelDataStoreServer",
"stateModelDataStoreDirectory",
"stateModelDataStoreDB",
"stateModelDataStoreUser",
"stateModelDataStorePassword",
"stateModelIdentifier",
"stateModelAppName",
"stateModelAppVersion",
"stateModelDifference",
"abstractionId",
"deterministic",
"unvisitedAbstractActions",
"numberAbstractStates",
"numberAbstractActions",
"numberConcreteStates",
"numberConcreteActions",
"storeWidgets",
"numberWidgets",
"numberTestSequences",
"testSequences"
],
"properties": {
"timestamp": {…},
"url": {…},
"sut": {…},
"tool": {…},
"stateModelDataStore": {…},
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"stateModelDataStoreType": {…},
"stateModelDataStoreServer": {…},
"stateModelDataStoreDirectory": {…},
"stateModelDataStoreDB": {…},
"stateModelDataStoreUser": {…},
"stateModelDataStorePassword": {…},
"stateModelIdentifier": {…},
"stateModelAppName": {…},
"stateModelAppVersion": {…},
"stateModelDifference": {…},
"abstractionId": {…},
"deterministic": {…},
"unvisitedAbstractActions": {…},
"numberAbstractStates": {…},
"numberAbstractActions": {…},
"numberConcreteStates": {…},
"numberConcreteActions": {…},
"storeWidgets": {…},
"numberWidgets": {…},
"numberTestSequences": {…},
"testSequences": {…}
}
}

The complete schema for TESTAR state results can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab
repository. The main structure of the schema is the following:
{
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/TESTAR_TestResults_Schema.json",
"type": "object",
"title": "The Root Schema",
"required": [
"timestamp",
"url",
"sequencesResult",
"htmlsResult",
"logsResult",
"sequencesVerdicts",
"sut",
"tool",
"settings"
],
"properties": {
"timestamp": {…},
"url": {…},
"sequencesResult": {…},
"htmlsResult": {…},
"logsResult": {…},
"sequencesVerdicts": {…},
"sut": {…},
"tool": {…},
"settings": {…}
}
}
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3.2.12 Reviews
The collection for the reviews is 'Reviews'.
The schema below for the reviews can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab repository:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-review-schema.json",
"title": "PKM review schema",
"description": "PKM review",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"reviewID": {
"type": "string"
},
"reviewTitle": {
"type": "string"
},
"reviewStatus": {
"type": "string",
"enum": [
"OPEN",
"CLOSED"
]
},
"reviewOpenDate": {
"type": "string"
},
"reviewCompletedDate": {
"type": "string"
},
"reviewAuthor": {
"type": "string"
},
"reviewComments": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"comment": {
"type": "string"
},
"author": {
"type": "string"
},
"datetime": {
"type": "string"
}
},
"required": [
"comment",
"author",
"datetime"
]
}
},
"reviewArtifacts": {
"type": "array",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
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"path": {
"type": "string"
},
"type": {
"type": "string",
"enum": [
"code",
"model",
"diagram"
]
}
},
"required": [
"path",
"type"
]
}
}
},
"required": [
"reviewID",
"reviewTitle",
"reviewOpenDate",
"reviewAuthor",
"reviewStatus"
]
}

3.2.13 Git support
The collection for the Git working trees metadata, which acts as cache to avoid repeatedly
scanning the actual Git working trees on the local file system, is 'GitWorkingTrees'.
The schema below for the Git working trees metadata can be downloaded from the pkm-api
gitlab repository:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-git-working-tree-schema.json"
,
"title": "PKM Git Working Tree JSON schema",
"description": "Data model for a Git Working Tree in PKM",
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"directory": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Directory of the (main) Git working tree"
},
"git_directory": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Git directory"
},
"git_branch": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Tracked Git branch"
},
"git_commit_id": {
"type": "string",
"description": "SHA1 ID of current commit"
},
"git_config": {
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"type": "object",
"description": "Git configuration of the Git directory (usually .git/config) associated to a G
it working tree"
},
"linked": {
"type": "array",
"description": "Linked Git working trees created with 'git worktree add'",
"items": {
"type": "object",
"properties": {
"main": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Directory of the main Git working tree"
},
"directory": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Directory of the linked Git working tree"
},
"git_directory": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Git directory"
},
"git_branch": {
"type": "string",
"description": "Tracked Git branch"
},
"git_commit_id": {
"type": "string",
"description": "SHA1 ID of current commit"
},
"git_config": {
"type": "object",
"description": "Git configuration of the Git directory (usually .git/config) associated
to a linked Git working tree"
}
}
}
}
},
"required": [
"git_working_tree",
"git_branch",
"git_commit_id"
]
}

3.2.14 Process Engine
The collections for the process engine, which orchestrates the execution of tools according to
the methodology phases, are:
•
•
•

'Tools'
'Invocations'
'MethodologyStatus'

The complete schema for Tools can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab repository. The
main structure of the schema is the following:
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{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/tools.json",
"title": "Root",
"type": "object",
"required": [
"toolID",
"toolName",
"server",
"phases",
"tasks",
"endpoint"
],
"properties": {
"toolID": {
"type": "string"
},
"toolName": {
"type": "string"
},
"description": {
"type": "string"
},
"server": {
"type": "string"
},
"phases": {
"title": "Phases",
"type": "array",
"default": […],
"items": {…}
},
"tasks": {
"title": "Tasks",
"type": "array",
"default": […],
"items": {…}
},
"endpoint": {
"$ref": "#/definitions/ToolEndpoint"
}
},
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
}

The complete schema for Invocations can be downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab repository.
The main structure of the schema is the following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/invocations.json",
"type": "object",
"required": [
"invocationID",
"tool",
"user",
"timestampRequest",
"invocationStatus",
"invocationConfiguration"
],
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"properties": {
"invocationID": {
"type": "string"
},
"tool": {
"type": "string"
},
"invocationConfiguration": {
"type": "object"
},
"user": {
"type": "string"
},
"timestampRequest": {
"type": "string"
},
"timestampStart": {
"type": "string"
},
"timestampCompleted": {
"type": "string"
},
"invocationStatus": {
"type": "string",
"enum": […]
},
"invocationResults": {
"type": "array",
"default": […],
"items": {…}
}
},
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
}

A methodology has several phases, and its global status consists in the status of each phase
of the methodology. The complete schema for the phase status of the methodology can be
downloaded from the pkm-api gitlab repository. The main structure of the schema is the
following:
{
"$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-07/schema#",
"$id": "https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api/-/tree/master/api/pkm-methodology-status-schema.jso
n",
"title": "Phase",
"description": "PKM Methodology phase status",
"type": "object",
"additionalProperties": false,
"properties": {
"phaseNumber": {
"type": "integer"
},
"name": {
"type": "string"
},
"id": {
"type": "string"
},
"description": {
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"type": "string"
},
"completed": {
"type": "boolean"
},
"tasks": {
"type": "array",
"items": {…}
}
},
"required": [
"completed",
"description",
"id",
"name",
"phaseNumber",
"tasks"
],
"definitions": {
//Contains all the input definitions
}
}

3.3 Application Programming Interfaces
3.3.1

Javascript SDK

The development kit is written in Javascript and intended to run with Node.js anywhere (either
client side, or server side). It is composed of two parts with clear roles:
•
•

PKM core: it is responsible of database accesses using the MongoDB Node.js driver
PKM util: it is about abstracting the host file system and providing helper functions to
invoke some of the DECODER Tool-chain tools using their command line interface
(Frama-C, Frama-Clang, doc_to_asfm, and excavator) and also git.

For a detailed documentation of the Javascript SDK (generated with jsdoc), see Appendix A.1.
In PKM core:
•

•
•
•

Class PKM provides methods for:
–
Session management i.e. user’s login and logout,
–
Document management i.e. document insertion, update and deletion,
–
Document querying, i.e. getting documents which match a query,
–
Invalidating dependent documents, e.g. invalidating Abstract syntax trees
related to a source code file when that source code file has changed,
–
Validating documents, i.e. checking documents against schemas before
inserting or updating the documents in the MongoDB database,
Class User represents a user,
Class UserRole represents a user’s role in a project,
Class GitUserCredential represents the credential for accessing Git remote servers.
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In PKM util:
•
•
•

Class FileSystem provides methods for file system I/O,
Class File abstracts a file,
Functions frama_c, frama_clang, doc_to_asfm, excavator and git use the command
line interface of the respective tools that run within a working directory managed with
Class FileSystem.

The source code of each part of the Javascript SDK is on the pkm-api gitlab repository
respectively in directory core and util.
Most of functions and methods use an asynchronous control flow pattern using Javascript
Promises. Concretely that means that all API functions and methods are non-blocking and
returns immediately an instance of Class Promise, before actual work is finished. The
Javascript runtime triggers callbacks once the promise resolves. Code below shows the caveat
when coding with promises:
var expected_result;
pkm.foobar().then((result) =>
{
// (2) code within this scope will unlikely execute
console.log('result:', result);
expected_result = result;
}).catch((error) =>
{
console.error('error:', error);
process.exit(1);
}
// (1) code below will likely execute before code below
console.log('expected_result:', expected_result); // ⚠️
//
//
...

before code below (1)

(2)
content of expected_result is
likely to be undefined
because not yet assigned

Developers not used to using Javascript promises who would like to extend the PKM server
can find more information about Javascript promises by consulting the resources below:
•
•
3.3.1.1

MDN Web Docs: Promise
Javascript Tutorial: The Definitive Guide to the JavaScript Promises
Session management

The PKM session management uses a token bearer authentication scheme. PKM.login,
PKM.access and PKM.logout are static methods responsible of user’s login, access control
during a user’s session and user’s logout respectively. On successful user’s login, PKM.login
returned promise generates a key (the token) that identifies a logged in user, and then create
a new instance of Class PKM bound to that key. The PKM.login promise resolution result is the
newly created instance of Class PKM. The key and the newly created instance of Class PKM are
valid until user’s session expires. Depending on the PKM configuration, the token can expire
after an amount of time (after last login or access), see session_timeout option in the PKM
configuration file.
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Below is an example for login:
const PKM = require('./core/pkm');
const config = {
db_host : 'server.world.com:27017', // Database server URI
auth_db : 'users',
// Authentication database
debug : false
// Flag to enable/disable debugging message of the PKM API
};
// Connecting to the database server
PKM.login('garfield', 'password', config).then((pkm) =>
{
// pkm is an instance of Class PKM which has methods to work with PKM documents
...
// When finished, closing the connection with the database server
pkm.close();
}).catch((err) =>
{
console.error(err);
process.exit(1);
});

When the PKM is running server side and a user is willing to access the PKM through the
Internet using a web browser, he needs to authenticate once and then can request for PKM
services many times before session expires. To identify an authenticated user while
maintaining security, PKM relies on a key (generated by the PKM server), whose validity lasts
for a certain amount of time.
Server side code for user’s authentication looks like below:
const PKM = require('./core/pkm');
const config = {
db_host : 'server.world.com:27017', // Database server URI
auth_db : 'users',
// Authentication database
session_timeout : '1 h',
// Session will expire after 1 hour
debug : false
// Flag to enable/disable debugging message of the PKM API
};
// Connecting to the database server
PKM.login('garfield', 'password', config).then((pkm) =>
{
// Send the key to the user interface
send_key_to_client(pkm_docker.key);
// Connection is automatically acquired after login so that it cannot get closed when session ex
pires.
// When finished, do not close the connection with the database server
// but instead mark it ready for closing when user session expires.
pkm.release();
}).catch((err) =>
{
console.error(err);
process.exit(1);
});
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Client side code looks like below:
send_login_to_server('garfield', 'password');
var key = receive_key_from_server();
sessionStorage.setItem('pkm-key', key); <-- keep key on client side session storage

Server side code for accessing PKM services after a successful login looks like below:
const PKM = require('./core/pkm');
PKM.access(key).then((pkm) =>
{
// pkm is an instance of Class PKM which has methods to work with PKM documents
...
// Connection is automatically acquired after resolution of access promise so that it cannot get
closed when session expires.
// When finished, do not close the connection with the database server
// but instead mark it ready for closing when user session expires.
pkm.release();
}).catch((err) =>
{
console.error(err);
process.exit(1);
});

Server side code for user’s logout looks like below:
const PKM = require('./core/pkm');
PKM.logout(key).then((pkm) =>
{
// connection is closed and session has expired
}).catch((err) =>
{
console.error(err);
process.exit(1);
});

3.3.1.2 Document management
Class PKM provides developer with a mechanism in static Method PKM.load_global_config to
define new collections in the PKM databases for new types of document. The schemas of
these new types of documents can be specified not only in this method but also in PKM
configuration File pkm_config.json.
Class PKM provides developer with some generic methods named insert_documents,
update_documents, insert_update_documents, and delete_documents to manage these new
types of document:
•
•
•
•

insert_documents(dbName, collection_name, documents, signature, options)
update_documents(dbName, collection_name, documents, signature, options)
insert_update_documents(dbName, collection_name, documents, update,
signature, options)
delete_documents(dbName, collection_name, query = {})
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Class PKM also provides developer with methods named insert_documents_spanned,
update_documents_spanned,
insert_update_documents_spanned ,
and
delete_documents_spanned to manage documents spanned over multiple collections:
•
•
•

insert_documents_spanned(dbName, collection_names, documents, dispatch,
signature)
update_documents_spanned(dbName, collection_names, documents, dispatch,
signature)
insert_update_documents_spanned(dbName, collection_names, documents,
update, dispatch, signature)

There are also some specialized but still quite generic methods named insert_update_files,
insert_update_files_spanned and delete_files_spanned to manage files:
•
•
•

insert_update_files(dbName, collection_name, files, update, options = {})
insert_update_files_spanned(dbName, collection_names, files, update,
dispatch, options = {})
delete_files_spanned(dbName, collection_names, query = {})

Class PKM provides developer with many specialized methods that rely on these generic
methods to manage all types of documents and files that PKM supports.
3.3.1.3 Document querying
Class PKM provides developer with some generic methods named get_documents and
get_documents_spanned to query a document in collections:
•
•

get_documents(dbName, collection_name, query = {}, options = {})
get_documents_spanned(dbName, collection_names, query = {}, options = {})

There are also some specialized but still quite generic methods named get_files, and
get_files_spanned to query files:
•
•

get_files(dbName, collection_name, query = {}, options = {})
get_files_spanned(dbName, collection_names, query = {}, options = {})

Class PKM provides developer with many specialized methods that rely on these generic
methods to query all type of documents and files that PKM supports.
3.3.1.4 Dependent document invalidation
The dependent documents related to a file, such as the source code ASTs, comments and
annotations documents, get automatically invalidated when a new file is inserted or the content
of a file has changed.
This applies to document in the following collections:
•
•
•

'sourcecodeC'
'annotationsACSL'
'commentsC'
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•
•
•
•
•
•

'sourcecodeCPP'
'annotationsACSLPP'
'commentsCPP'
'sourcecodeJava'
'annotationsJML'
'commentsjava'

3.3.1.5 Document validation
Class PKM provides developer with some methods to validate a document against a schema
before inserting that document into the database or updating an existing document in the
database. Note that the generic document management functions of Class PKM can
automatically validate documents against the defined schemas for each document collection.
3.3.1.6 File system I/O
Class FileSystem provides an abstraction layer of the host file system. An instance of that
class is geared to a directory (either permanent or temporary) on the host file system. This
class provides basic I/O function, e.g. readFile and writeFile:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

constructor(root_directory, options)
get_abs_path(rel_path)
make_abs_path(_path)
make_rel_path(abs_path)
check_abs_file_path(abs_host_file_path)
check_abs_directory_path(abs_host_dir_path)
readFile(host_file_path, options)
writeFile(file, options)
stat(host_file_path, options)
access(host_file_path, options)
unlink(host_file_path)
mkdir_p(host_dir_path)
rmdir_r(host_dir_path)
make_root_directory()
remove_root_directory()
make_temporary_root_directory()
remove_temporary_root_directory()
fix_path(abs_path)
find(starting_point, options)
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3.3.1.7 Tools invocation
Some functions are provided to simplify the process of executing tools. These functions are
the followings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.3.2

frama_c(file_system, compile_commands, mode, options)
frama_clang(file_system, compile_commands, options)
doc_to_asfm(file_system, file_path, options)
asfm_to_doc(asfm_obj, options)
git(file_system, git_commands, options)
excavator(file_system, binary, options)

Command Line Interface (CLI)

The PKM command line interface provides administrator and developer with commands for
administrative tasks and debugging the PKM. For a detailed documentation of the command
line interface, see sibling document titled “Open source client-side software”, Appendix A.2.
3.3.3

REST API

The PKM REST API provides access to the PKM over HTTP/HTTPS. The PKM has an
OpenAPI
3
specification
available
at
https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/pkm-api//blob/master/api/pkm-openapi.yaml, which enables to automatically generate the SDK for
many programming languages, see Appendix A.2. Appendix A.2 contains detailed
explanations about implementation design of the REST server, which provides front-ends and
third party tools developers with the PKM REST API.
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4 Git support
4.1 Introduction
The PKM has built-in support for Git. It aims to provide user with a way to synchronize PKM
with one or more Git repositories on remote Git servers over HTTP/HTTPS/SSH with as much
freedom as possible. It can run a list of any Git commands in a request using the standard git
command line interface (CLI). It takes care of authentication with the remote Git server (limited
to one server per command at a time) for 'clone', 'fetch', 'pull' and 'push' commands.
The PKM can store, in a kind of “wallet” (in MongoDB user’s custom data, encrypted with
AES256), the Git user’s credentials either completely or partially (e.g. without the password).
The PKM server manages the on-disk Git working trees (the workspaces) and Git directories
(the .git directories) in Directory git-root (configurable in pkm_config.json). The PKM
synchronizes the PKM Files in the MongoDB database with those in the Git working trees on
the local file system and vice versa. The PKM manages some read-only bits in the PKM files
to speed up synchronization (a dirty bit) and help identifying unmerged files (unmerged bit),
see Section 3.2.2.
Figure 5 below outlines how the support for Git works:
HTTP(S)

rsp

REST API

Git
(CLI)

Read/Write files

pipe

Read/write files

over TCP/IP

PKM

Local File System

over SSH or HTTPS

req

Remote
Git
server

Figure 5: Built-in support for Git distributed version-control system

The Git program runs under the supervision of the PKM server. The PKM provides the user’s
credentials more or less through a pipe (see Section 4.3, Issue 3). It gets the textual results of
Git through a pipe and the versioned files from the local file system. Communication with the
remote Git servers is left to the standard Git program.
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4.2 Terminology
This section is about Git-related terminology extensively used in this document.
Figure 6 below synthesizes the terminology of Git:
work
.git

.git

Main Git
working tree

info
hooks

logs
modules

Git directory

objects
refs

Linked (inferior)
Git working tree

worktrees

work2
.git

work2

(see git worktree)

Figure 6: Git Terminology

A Git working tree is an on-disk workspace for the developer. Each working tree has an
associated Git directory, which is where Git actually stores all the information relative to the
repository and the history. In most situations, the Git directory is a subdirectory named '.git'
of the working tree. However, Git can also manage Git directories outside of the working tree.
Besides, a Git working tree can have some secondary working trees, which the git worktree
add command can create. The former working tree designates the main working tree while the
latter are the linked working trees. The data model in the PKM presented in Section 3.2.13 for
the Git working trees reflects this organization.
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4.3 Safety & Security
Below are the main issues about safety and security problems that may arise when running
Git on a server environment and that we have faced while implementing the support for Git in
the PKM.
Issue 1. The first issue is that a Git command can go through parent directories searching for
the Git working tree, possibly escaping from the project root directory on the host server. The
solution that we have found is to make the PKM run 'git rev-parse –show-toplevel', which
can fail, before running any Git command. When it succeeds, we check that the Git working
tree is really bound to the directory git-root/<project-name>, i.e. the directory which contains
all Git working trees of a project.
Issue 2. The second issue is that some Git commands can have system-wide paths passed
as command line options or parameters. Concretely, we had to find a solution to avoid path
out-of-bound situations, for instance with the 'clone' command. In fact, for most commands,
Git already checks that the paths actually target files in the Git working tree where the
command runs. For other commands like 'clone', we have made the PKM parse such
commands and then check the value of each options and arguments that Git interprets as a
path before spawning Git. Currently only the following commands are parsed: 'clone',
'fetch', 'pull', 'push', 'config' and 'worktree'. Additional commands of which we are not
aware may require special attention.
Issue 3. The third issue is that some commands requires authentication to a remote server,
like 'clone'. Indeed, we have had to ensure that a request to the PKM server is not blocked
(resulting in no response from the PKM server) because the Git program is waiting credentials
forever. This happens because the authentication of Git (one prompt for the user name and
one prompt for the password) is interactive. Redirecting the input of Git to provide it the user’s
credentials is tricky because Git reads the credentials from the terminal rather a pipe. The
solution that we have found is to make the PKM use the sshpass command to provide Git (or
ssh) with the credentials. Indeed, when the PKM detects that a command may need the user’s
credential, Git runs under the supervision of sshpass that runs itself under the supervision of
the PKM server. Because sshpass cannot provide more than one credential for each Git
command, the PKM checks the command options to ensure that the command only targets
one remote server. When the remote server is just named, i.e. no URL is provided on the
command line (e.g. 'origin'), the PKM also looks at each remote in the Git local configuration
(aka. .git/config). The PKM then checks if it has credentials available (either in the request
body or in the user’s “wallet”) for the remote server before actually spawning Git. For
HTTP/HTTPS, the PKM provides the user’s name through the URL by rewriting the URL on
the fly. As Git may record the given HTTP/HTTPS URLs in the Git config remotes, the PKM
make the HTTP/HTTPS URLs anonymous again in the Git config remotes.

4.4 User’s credential “wallet”
Each user has a kind of “wallet” which stores the user’s credential related to Git, either
completely or partially (e.g. without the password). This “wallet” is in property
git_user_credentials of PKM user (see Section 3.2.1).
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PkmUser
{
"name": "name",
"password": null,
"first_name": "first_name",
"last_name": "last_name",
"email": "email",
"phone": "phone",
"roles" :
[
{ "db": "db", "role": "role" }
],
"git_user_credentials":
[
{
"git_remote_url: "string“,
"git_user_name: "string",
"git_password": "string",
"git_ssh_private_key": "string"
}
]
}

Only user can view and modify their own credentials. It is plain text in the REST API, thus it
deserves securing the REST API with HTTPS, which PKM server supports too. It is AES256
encrypted in MongoDB database. The decryption key (32 bytes) is stored permanently in a file
named 'secret' (configurable in File pkm_config.json) on the server disk (read-only for the
PKM system user and forbidden for the group and others) or on same docker volume like the
one for File pkm_config.json.
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4.5 Operations
The PKM REST API has support for the following operations related to the Git support:
Run a Git command sequence
POST /git/run/{dbName}?asynchronous=…
{
"git_commands": [ [ "command", "arg1", "arg2", … ], … ],
"options": {
"dont_delete_pkm_files": false,
"dont_delete_git_working_tree_files": false,
"git_user_credentials": […]
}
}

This operation runs the git command sequence passed in request body in the project with the
given name {dbName}. The operation returns in the response body a Git job which client can
poll when in asynchronous mode (i.e. asynchronous=true) using the property id of the job as
a job identifier. When in asynchronous mode, the job is enqueued in a job queue. The default
behavior is to run jobs synchronously.
Note that this operation uses both the user’s credentials from the request body and the ones
from the user’s credential “wallet”, which can be complete or partial. It merges the user’s
credentials giving priority to the ones in the request body.
An overview of the algorithm for the run operation is the following:
1. Scan the Git working trees on the disk, then make anonymous the HTTP/HTTPS URLs
in the Git config remotes
2. Get the list of all on-disk filenames
3. Get the Git user’s credentials
4. Synchronize on-disk files with PKM:
– Get all dirty files from the database and write them on the file system,
– then delete files on the file system supported by the PKM which are not in the
database (*)
5. Run all the Git commands on the file system
6. Scan the Git working trees on the disk, then make anonymous the HTTP/HTTPS URLs
in the Git config remotes
7. Update the Git working trees metadata in the PKM
8. Get the list of all on-disk filenames
9. Get the list of versioned filenames
10. Get the list of unmerged filenames
11. Synchronize PKM with on-disk files:
– Put all files from the Git directory on the file system into the database,
– then delete files in the database which are no longer in the Git working directory
(*)
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Steps 1 to 4 retrieve the user’s credentials and prepare the disk storage for the execution of
the Git commands. These steps are essentially about dumping the dirty files from the PKM on
the disk, and possibly deleting the files that are no longer in the PKM. Step 5 is about running
the Git commands, whose effect is making some directories and files on the disk to appear or
disappear. Steps 6 to 11 update the PKM which is essentially filling the PKM with the on-disk
files, and deleting files from the PKM which are no longer on the disk.
The actual implementation of this algorithm has some tuning options (dont_delete_pkm_files
and dont_delete_git_working_tree_files ), to support a lazy synchronization between the
PKM (the database) and the Git working trees, to avoid deleting files on one side which have
disappeared on the other side, see (*) in the algorithm.
Poll a Git job
GET /git/job/{jobId}

When a Git job is running asynchronously, this operation allows polling the Git job with the
given identifier {jobId} until job completion. The job is dequeued when client polls a completed
job (either finished or failed).
Access to Git config file
GET /git/config/{dbName}/{gitWorkingTree}
PUT /git/config/{dbName}/{gitWorkingTree}
{
"git_config": "content…"
}

These operations provide Read/Write access to the Git local configuration (aka. .git/config)
Access to files in Git working trees
GET /git/files/{dbName}/{gitWorkingTree}
GET /git/files/{dbName}/{gitWorkingTree}/{filename}
POST or PUT /git/files/{dbName}/{gitWorkingTree}
[
PKM files…
]
DELETE /git/files/{dbName}/{gitWorkingTree}
DELETE /git/files/{dbName}/{gitWorkingTree}/{filename}

These operations provide Read/Write access to the files in Git working trees. They are the only
way to access .gitignore files in the Git working trees.
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Show the status of Git working trees, i.e. the Git working trees metadata
GET /git/working_trees/{dbName}
GET /git/working_trees/{dbName}/{gitWorkingTree}

These operations return some metadata about Git working trees. They are convenient for
quickly inspecting the status of the Git working trees without running Git commands.
Delete Git working trees
DELETE /git/working_trees/{dbName}?dontDeletePkmFiles=…
DELETE /git/working_trees/{dbName}/{gitWorkingTree}?dontDeletePkmFiles=…

These operations allow deleting Git working trees created with 'clone'. These operations can
also delete the corresponding files in the PKM. There is no other way to delete Git working
trees, and the only way to create a new Git working tree is to run a clone command.
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5 Parsers
The PKM leverages on external parsing tools to:
•
•
•

Convert source code files into source code ASTs, and to extract comments and
annotations (in comments) from the source code files,
Convert documentation files into ASFM (Abstract Semi-Formal Model) documents,
Reverse engineer executable binaries.

5.1 Source codes
5.1.1

C

Frama-C is the parser for the C language. Frama-C also provides EVA (Abstract Interpretation
symbolic execution) and WP (program proof using Hoare Logic) analysis plugins. The C source
code annotations for the C language shall be written in ACSL (Abstract C specification
language). Frama-C for PKM has a command line interface and a REST API over
HTTP/HTTPS.
The implementation is organized as the following:
•
•
•

•
•

The source code which actually executes Frama-C is in file util/frama_c.js,
The command line interface implementation is in file cli/run_frama_c.js,
Frama-C for PKM has an OpenAPI 3 specification in file frama-c/api/frama-copenapi.yaml which enables to automatically generate the SDK for many
programming languages (see Appendix A.2),
The REST API implementation is in directory frama-c/services,
The docker stuff is in directory frama-c/docker.

Appendix A.2 contains detailed explanations about implementation design of the REST server
that provides developer with the REST API.
5.1.2

C++

Frama-Clang is the parser for the C++ language. Frama-Clang leverages on Clang 13 which
supports C++ 98, C++03, C++11, C++14, C++17 almost totally, and C++20 partially (see clang
C++ status for more details). The C++ source code annotations for the C++ language shall be
written in ACSL++ (Abstract C++ specification language, an extension of ACSL for C++).
Frama-Clang for PKM has a command line interface and a REST API over HTTP/HTTPS.
The implementation is organized as the following:
•
•

The source code which actually executes Clang and process its output is in file
util/frama_clang.js,
The command line interface implementation is in file cli/run_frama_clang.js,
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•

•
•

Frama-Clang for PKM has an OpenAPI 3 specification in file frama-clang/api/framaclang-openapi.yaml which enables to automatically generate the SDK for many
programming languages (see Appendix A.2),
The REST API implementation is in directory frama-clang/services,
The docker stuff is in directory frama-clang/docker.

Appendix A.2 contains detailed explanations about implementation design of the REST server
that provides developer with the REST API.
5.1.3

Java

Java parser provides parsing of the Java language. The Java source code annotations for the
Java language shall be written in JML. Java parser has a REST API over HTTP/HTTPS. The
implementation of java parser is available at https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/javaparsertool//tree/master/javaparser.

5.2 Documentation
ASFM tools provides everything related to ASFM (Abstract Semi-Formal Model)
documentation.
The implementation is organized as the following:
•

•
•

ASFM for PKM has an OpenAPI 3 specification in file asfm/api/asfm-openapi.yaml
which enables to automatically generate the SDK for many programming languages
(see Appendix A.2),
The REST API implementation is in directory asfm/services,
The docker stuff is in directory asfm/docker.

Appendix A.2 contains detailed explanations about implementation design of the REST server
that provides developer with the REST API.
5.2.1

Microsoft Office .docx

doc_to_asfm converts a Microsoft Office .docx file to an ASFM (Abstract Semi-Formal Model)
document. Note that asfm_to_doc converts an ASFM (Abstract Semi-Formal Model)
documents back to a Microsoft Office .docx file.
The implementation is organized as the following:
•
•
•
•

The source code which actually executes doc_to_asfm is in file util/doc_to_asfm.js,
The source code of asfm_to_doc which reverts ASFM back to Microsoft Office .docx
is in file util/asfm_to_doc.js,
The command line interface implementation of doc_to_asfm is in file
cli/run_doc_to_asfm.js,
The command line interface implementation of asfm_to_doc is in file
cli/run_asfm_to_doc.js.
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5.2.2

Code to ASFM

code_to_asfm converts source code ASTs to an ASFM (Abstract Semi-Formal Model)
document. It currently only supports C++.

5.3 UML
5.3.1

Classes

ClassModelXMI2JSON extracts UML2 classes from an XMI file and convert them to a JSON
document. The implementation is available at https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/javaparsertool//tree/master/classmodelxmi2jsontransformer.
5.3.2

State Machines

SMModelXMI2JSON extracts UML2 state machines from an XMI file and convert them to a
JSON
document.
The
implementation
is
available
at
https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/javaparsertool/-/tree/master/smmodelxmi2jsontransformer.

5.4 Executable binaries
5.4.1

DWARF debugging information

Excavator is a reverse engineering tool which parses DWARF debugging information in ELF
executable binaries, processes compilation units and generates an equivalent (interfaces and
code skeletons only) compilable C source code.
The implementation is organized as the following:
•
•

•
•

The source code which actually executes Excavator is in file util/excavator.js,
Excavator for PKM has an OpenAPI 3 specification in file excavator/api/excavatoropenapi.yaml which enables to automatically generate the SDK for many
programming languages (see Appendix A.2),
The REST API implementation is in directory excavator/services,
The docker stuff is in directory excavator/docker.

Appendix A.2 contains detailed explanations about implementation design of the REST server
that provides developer with the REST API.
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6 Conclusion
This document describes how to install the PKM, and the implementation of the PKM server
that is the software architecture, the built-in support for Git, and the parsers.
There are some lessons that the writer has learned while developing the PKM server. The
MongoDB database server, despite some technical limitations, is easy to use, and its speed is
quite good even with a huge amount of complex programming artefacts. Node.js is a very good
piece of software, with a huge choice of packages, whose execution speed is also very good
considering that Javascript is an interpreted language. The OpenAPI specification standard is
very convenient to document RESTful APIs when everything is JSON and to generate
automatically the SDK for the clients. However, in our experiments, due to the supporting tools
(Swagger codegen and OpenAPI generator) limitations and bugs, it has proved to be
inconvenient for anything else than JSON (e.g. direct file upload/download, plain text), or with
complex JSON schemas (some of them are disabled in the PKM REST API, but still enforced
before reaching the database).
The PKM server have also its own limitations that deserve attention in future developments.
The PKM files, and more generally the artefacts in the PKM, have no revision numbers so that
it is not easy to track progressive enhancement of the knowledge in the PKM. The PKM users
management, especially concerning the user’s roles, is tightly geared to the MongoDB user’s
management, which is database oriented, but it is not necessarily convenient for a SaaS
approach. Direct upload (as attachment in a POST HTTP request) toward the database is
unsupported due to the limitations of OpenAPI supporting tools.
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Appendix A
A.1 Javascript SDK documentation
The Javascript SDK documentation (generated
https://decoder.ow2.io/pkm-api/public/sdk/index.html

with

jsdoc)

is

available

at:

A.2 OpenAPI generator
OpenAPI Generator allows generation of API client libraries (SDK generation), server stubs,
documentation and configuration automatically given an OpenAPI Specification. Directory
openapi_gen contains some generation scripts which leverages on this tool to fully generate
server (not only server stubs), SDK for the clients written in Javascript and REST API
documentation. These scripts take a single argument which is a configuration file:
•

generate_server.sh: generate the REST server and the documentation of the SDKs

for the clients
•
•

generate_client.sh: generate the SDK for a Javascript client
generate.sh: generate both the REST server and the SDK for a Javascript client

The configuration file contains configuration parameter value assignments (PARAM=value).
The configuration parameters are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TOOL_NAME: name of the tool (mandatory)
OPENAPI_GENERATOR_VERSION: version of OpenAPI Generator (default: 5.3.0)
SERVER_REQUEST_BODY_LIMIT: maximum size of request body (e.g. '100MB' or
"(javascript code snippet)", default: '100MB')
SERVER_COMPRESSION_LEVEL: gzip compression level of server responses (1=fast to

9=best, default: 5)
SERVER_API_SPEC: OpenAPI specification file of the server (defaut:
'api/openapi.yaml')
SERVER_API_SCHEMAS: External JSON schema files referenced by the OpenAPI
specification file – e.g. (schema1.json schema2.json schema3.json) , default: ()
SERVER_REQUIRES: Javascript code snippet intended for Javascript requires statements
(e.g. const PKM = require('pkm'), default: none)
SERVER_CONFIG: Run-time configuration file of the server (e.g. 'server_config.json',
default: none)
SERVER_DIR: relative path to the directory where to generate the full server source
code (default: 'server')
CLIENT_SDK_DIR: relative path to the directory where to generate the SDK for the
client written in Javascript (default: 'client')

The paths are all relative to the directory containing the configuration file. The actual
implementation of each API function shall be in sub-directory services.
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Figure 7 below shows the OpenAPI generation flow:
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Figure 7: OpenAPI generation flow

The inputs (with the directory structure) are in green on the left side of the figure. The inputs
are the OpenAPI specification file (openapi.yaml), the implementation of
POST/PUT/GET/DELETE functions for the resources (“API functions”), and the configuration
file for the generation flow (openapi_gen.conf). On the middle of the figure, the processing
steps are in blue, and consist in running the OpenAPI generator tool, then fixing the generated
server replacing stubs with the actual API functions and adding some functionalities such as
HTTPS, gzip, and download supports. The results of the generation flow are in orange on the
right side of the figure. The results are the SDK for javascript clients, the REST API
documentation (written in HTML), and the full server source code.
The services that currently use OpenAPI Generator are the followings:
•
•
•
•
•

PKM
Frama-C for PKM
Frama-Clang for PKM
ASFM for PKM
UNISIM Excavator for PKM

A.3 Integration & non-regression testing
There is a set of benchmarks for the DECODER project. These benchmarks are tests mostly
intended for integration testing and non-regression testing of the DECODER Project tool-chain.
There are not only basic tests but also more complex tests such as with software from the real
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world and DECODER test cases, such as OpenCV and Linux drivers. They have been used
extensively to ensure that the server is performing its missions correctly and scaling up in
realistic scenarios.
These benchmarks are available at https://gitlab.ow2.org/decoder/integration-tests.
Each test has a bash script (run.sh) to run the test and a dataset (in directory data).
The currently available tests are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

project_mngmt: project management (projects, users, …)
vector2: a small C project
opencv-4.5.0: a big C++ project
mythaistar: a small subset of mythaistar
vmlinux: a Linux kernel
cve: a small benchmark for testing PKM API about CVE lists
git: a test of the PKM built-in support for Git
at91sam9-watchdog: a testbench for the AT91SAM9 Watchdog timer (WDT) Linux

driver
•

e1000e-ethernet: a testbench for the Intel e1000e Ethernet Linux driver

The tests use the popular cURL program to communicate with the PKM and tools through their
REST APIs.
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